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New and Continuing Series

Final Storm
Deborah Abela

Pub date: August 2019 

Format: 288pp –  129mm x 198mm  

Rights held: World 

Rights sold previous titles:  

The Stupendously Spectacular Spelling Bee: North 

America (SourceBooks)

Max Remy series: North America (Simon and Schuster), 

United Kingdom (Oxford University Press), Brazil (Editora 

Fundamento), Greece (Platypus), Japan (Doshina), Spain 

(Ediciones B), Turkey (Babıali Kültür Yayıncılıgı)

The Remarkable Secret of Aurelie Bonhoffen: North 

America (Farrar, Straus and Giroux)

Grimsdon: Germany (Random House), Brazil (Editora 

Fundamento)      

In a world of wild weather, is anyone safe?

Life is good for Isabella, Griffin and their 
friends. They’ve settled into New City, attending 
school and making new friends – including the 
charming and talented Aleksander Larson. 

But New City is facing a new threat – weather 
patterns are becoming erratic and massive ice 
storms batter the city. The Bureau of Weather 
has been failing to predict these severe weather 
events and unrest is spreading.

When someone from Isabella’s past returns, 
friendships are tested. Is there more to the ice 
storms than a broken planet? Who is watching 
Isabella from the shadows? And can Isabella 
and Griffin’s friendship survive this fierce Final 
Storm?

After completing a teaching degree, DEBORAH 
ABELA went to Africa where she was caught 
in a desert sandstorm, harassed by monkeys 
and thrown in jail . . . twice! She produced and 
wrote a national kids’ TV show before leaving to 
write twenty-six books including the Max Remy 
Superspy and Jasper Zammit (Soccer Legend) 
series and Grimsdon, New City and Final Storm, 
about kids living in a climate-changed world. 

Teresa A New Australian was inspired by her 
dad who was born in a cave during one of the 
heaviest bombing raids of World War II. The 
Stupendously Spectacular Spelling Bee and the 
sequel, The Most Marvelous International Bee, 
were inspired by her grade four teacher, Miss 
Gray. Her first picture book is Wolfie, An Unlikely 
Hero. She is a proud ambassador for the 
Premier’s Reading Challenge, Room to Read 
and Books in Homes. Deb’s won awards for her 
books but mostly hopes to be as brave as her 
characters.

Praise for Grimsdon and New City:
‘Grimsdon is a novel which refuses to be 
categorised. It is part dystopian science fiction, 
part fantasy and part adventure – and altogether 
delightful . . . It is a rollicking adventure with 
heaps of good fights with pirates, attractive and 
memorable characters, unexpected twists and 
mysteries. Highly recommended.’ – MAGPIES

‘Deborah Abela gives the reader a super–paced 
adventure mystery, set in an abandoned city 
where water keeps the protagonists captive 
. . . Recommended for mid-to upper-primary 
readers.’ – AUSSIEREVIEWS.COM

‘With lots of close shaves, terrifying weather 
episodes, a secret guerrilla group and riveting 
episodes of flying on reconnaissance missions 
with mechanical wings, [New City] is an exciting 
story for mid-upper primary readers. – MAGPIES

Praise for The Stupdendously 
Spectacular Spelling Bee:
‘A most heart-warming, spirit-lifting story of a 
family and a community getting together to 
overcome all sorts of obstacles and hardships 
to make a dream come true . . . This is an 
inspirational story that would make a great read-
aloud and a wonderful read-alone.’  
– THE BOTTOM SHELF.COM

The 
Stupendously 
Spectacular 
Spelling Bee
Deborah Abela

AUGUST 2016

Grimsdon
Deborah Abela

AUGUST 2010

New City
Deborah Abela

AUGUST 2014

THE SERIES 

HAS SOLD 

OVER 42,000 

COPIES IN 
AUSTRALIA 

AND NEW 
ZEALAND
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Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables
Tim Harris and James Hart (illus.)

Pub date: August 2017

Format: 240pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold: North America (Sourcebooks),  

Audio (Bolinda), Poland (Grupa Wydawnicza Foksal), 

Turkey (Final Kültür Sanat Yayınları)

He’s the first teacher to cook us breakfast.

Is his spark–maker beetle really that dangerous?

I heard he drank yak’s milk in Mongolia.

He’s the only person who isn’t afraid of Canteen 
Carol.

My mum says he used to be in the circus.

The class in room 12B has a new teacher, and 
nothing is ever going to be the same . . .

Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables 
Fight Back
Tim Harris and James Hart (illus.)

Pub date: Janurary 2018

Format: 240pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

I wish Mr Bambuckle would come back.

Who will cook us breakfast now?

Miss Frost gave me detention just for answering 
a question.

Mr Bambuckle said I’m about to discover magic – 
but how?

There are some pretty strange things going on. 
It’s almost as if Mr Bambuckle could hear us . . . 

Miss Frost says discipline is the new order, but 
not if the class in room 12B has anything to do 
with it . . .

New and Continuing Series

TIM HARRIS is one of the most exciting children’s authors in Australia. His first series of books, 
Exploding Endings, will have primary–aged readers both captivated and laughing out loud. The first 
book in the series, Painted Dogs & Doom Cakes, was awarded Honour Book at the 2017 KOALAs. His 
second series, Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables, contains his trademark quirkiness, mixed with a touch 
of poignancy. 

A former primary school teacher of 15 years, and advocate for creativity and short stories, Tim’s 
presentations and workshops are dynamic and entertaining. He is a sought–after presenter, having 
worked in over a hundred schools in 2016 and 2017 alone. 

ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE 

RIGHTS SOLD TO 

NORTH AMERICA 

(SOURCEBOOKS) 

IN A THREE–

BOOK DEAL

Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables  
Go Wild
Tim Harris and James Hart (illus.)

Pub date: Setpember 2018

Format: 240pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

Meet your new assistant principal – Miss Frost!

Uh–oh, that’s not good.

At least we’re away on camp. 

Mr Bambuckle lets us eat marshmallows before 
dinner! 

Is that a spark–maker beetle? Shh! What was that 
noise?

The class in room 12B are having fun in the 
wilderness. Until Miss Frost crashes camp . . .

Mr Bambuckle’s Remarkables  
On the Lookout
Tim Harris and James Hart (illus.)

Pub date: Feburary 2019

Format: 240pp

Rights held: World

Vex is gone! We have to find him.

But how? He could be anywhere.

We’ll have to track him down.

That’s impossible.

Not if we work together!

Mr Bambuckle and the class in room 12B are in 
trouble. Can they find Vex before it’s too late?

THE SERIES 

HAS SOLD OVER 

42,000 COPIES 

IN AUSTRALIA 

AND NEW 

ZEALAND
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New and Continuing Series

The Peski Kids 1: The Mystery of 
the Squashed Cockroach
R.A. Spratt

Pub date: August 2018

Format: 288pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold: Ukraine (Knigolove)

Rights sold previous titles:

Friday Barnes series: North America (Roaring Book Press 

– 4 titles)

Nanny Piggins series: North America (Little, Brown Books 

– 3 titles), Brazil (Fundamento – 3 titles)

Three squabbling siblings. One all too perfect 
next–door neighbour. A missing mum, a 
bumbling dad, a kooky cockroach mystery and 
an eccentric country town. What could possibly 
go wrong? 

Life is hard enough without having to spend 
time with your siblings. But there is no other way 
for Joe, Fin and April Peski to solve the mystery 
of the cockroach catastrophes that is rocking 
their new home town of Currawong. 

Along with Loretta, their stunningly beautiful 
yet sociopathic next–door neighbour, and 
Pumpkin, the world’s worst trained dog, they set 
out to catch the culprit. Together they are The 
Peski Kids.

The Peski Kids 2: Bear in the 
Woods
R.A. Spratt

Pub date: January 2019

Format: 256pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

The Peski Kids are back with more hilarious 
antics as they adjust to their new life in an 
eccentric country town.
April Peski is mad. She’s had a traumatic 
experience in the woods and no one believes 
that she saw a bear. A big, stinky bear! 
Meanwhile, Joe is worried about April’s sanity 
and Fin wishes he had never been introduced to 
Currawong’s crazy Cat Lady. Loretta just thinks 
everything’s a laugh – even the community 
service the kids have to do.

Throw in an exploding computer, a bewildering 
daffodil festival, their nervous dad and a 
rampaging Pumpkin, and things are not looking 
good for the Peski Kids. Is their time in this town 
up?

R.A. SPRATT is the author of The Peski Kids, 
Friday Barnes and The Adventures of Nanny 
Piggins. In her previous life she was a television 
writer. Unlike the Peski kids, R.A. Spratt never 
fights with her brother, but only because he 
moved to Hong Kong to get away from her. 
R.A. lives in Bowral, NSW, where she has three 
chickens, two goldfish and a dog. She also has 
a husband and two daughters.

THE PESKI 
KIDS BOOK 3 
IS COMING IN 
AUGUST 2019!

OVER 10,000 
COPIES SOLD IN 

AUSTRALIA AND 
NEW ZEALAND
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New and Continuing Series

Kensy and Max 3:  
Undercover
Jacqueline Harvey

Pub date: March 2019

Format: 368pp – 129mm x 198mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold: Kane Miller (North America – 4 titles)

Rights sold previous titles:

Alice–Miranda series: North America (Delacorte – 4 titles), 

United Kingdom (Red Fox – 10 titles), Brazil (Fundamento 

– 5 titles), Germany (Panini – 4 titles), Hungary (Mano 

Konyvek – 4 titles), Indonesia (Hikmah – 3 titles), Turkey 

(Artemis – 14 titles)

Clementine Rose series: United Kingdom (Red Fox – 8 

titles), Brazil (Fundamento – 4 titles)

How do you keep your head in the game 
when someone wants you gone? When those 
dearest to you are far away and the future is so 
uncertain . . .

Kensy and Max are back in London for no time at 
all before things begin to heat up – quite literally. 
As a result, Granny Cordelia ships them off to 
Australia on an undercover mission. The twins 
find themselves planted in a posh Sydney school 
where first appearances prove to be deceiving. 

What seems like a straightforward assignment 
turns into something so much bigger. Kensy and 
Max must employ all their spy skills – the fate of 
their parents, and who they’ve been searching 
for, depends on it.

JACQUELINE HARVEY worked in schools 
for many years but has had a passion for 
storytelling since she was a child.

She is the author of the popular Alice–Miranda 
and Clementine Rose series, which have sold 
over one million copies in Australia alone. Her 
books have received numerous short–listings 
and awards while her picture book, The Sound 
of the Sea, was a CBCA Honour Book.

Jacqueline speaks to thousands of young 
people at schools and festivals around the 
world, and says the characters in her books are 
often made up of the best bits of children she’s 
met over the years. While she is not a twin, like 
Kensy and Max she does have excellent powers 
of observation and has always thought she’d 
make a great spy. 

Jacqueline lives in Sydney and is currently 
working on more Kensy and Max, Alice–
Miranda and Clementine Rose adventures.

Sales Points:
• Kensy and Max 1: Breaking News has sold 

over 28,000 copies since its release in  
March 2018.

• Kensy and Max 2: Disappearing Act ends on a 
massive cliff–hanger – this new book will be 
a must read for all fans

• Rights for books 1–4 in the Kensy and Max 
series have been sold to North America.

• Rights to Jacqueline Harvey’s books have 
been sold in the US, UK, Brazil, Germany, 
Hungary, Indonesia and Turkey.

• Jacqueline Harvey has sold over 1 million 
copies in Australia and New Zealand

Kensy and Max 1: 
Breaking News
Jacqueline Harvey

MARCH 2018

KENSY AND 
MAX BOOK 4 
IS COMING IN 
SEPTEMBER  

2019!

KENSY AND  

MAX 1 HAS SOLD 

OVER 28,000 

COPIES IN 

AUSTRALIA AND 

NEW ZEALAND

KENSY AND  

MAX 2  

HAS SOLD OVER 

16,000 COPIES IN 

AUSTRALIA AND 

 NEW ZEALAND

Kensy and Max 2: 
Disappearing Act
Jacqueline Harvey

SEPTEMBER 2018

NORTH 
AMERICAN 

RIGHTS IN BOOKS 
1–4 HAVE SOLD 

TO  
KANE MILLER!
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New and Continuing Series

The Tales of Mr Walker
Jess Black and Sara Acton (illus.)

Pub date: November 2018

Format: 192pp –  220mm x 260mm, full colour

Rights held: World

Introducing Mr Walker – a hotel dog with a nose for 
adventure!

On a brilliant autumn’s day, Mr Walker arrives 
at the grandest hotel in town. While things get 
off to a wobbly start, this charming labrador is 
determined to put his best paw forward. And 
it’s just as well because the most unexpected 
adventures await . . .

The Tales of Mr Walker contains four delightful 
stories inspired by the real–life Mr Walker, a 
Guide Dog Ambassador who now calls Park 
Hyatt Melbourne home.

TWO MORE  
MR WALKER 

TALES TO COME 
IN 2019!

JESS BLACK is an Australian author of children’s 
books. She has written over thirty junior fiction 
books and two picture books, Moon Dance and 
The Bold Australian Girl. Jess is the author of the 
Keeper of the Crystals series and the co–author 
of the hugely successful Bindi Wildlife Adventure 
series, RSPCA Animal Tales series and The 
Kaboom Kid series with David Warner.

SARA ACTON is an award–winning author and 
illustrator of children’s books. Her first picture 
book, Ben and Duck, won the 2012 Children’s 
Book Council of Australia Crichton Award for 
new illustrators. Sara lives on the Central Coast 
of New South Wales with one husband, two 
children, a mischevious dog and a cat called 
Poppy, who’s definitely in charge.

Mr Walker Gets the Inside Scoop
Jess Black and Sara Acton (illus.)

Pub date: May 2019

Format: 96pp –  full colour

Rights held: World

Following on from The Tales of Mr Walker comes 
another charming story about this hotel dog with a 
nose for adventure.

It’s all systems go as the staff prepare for the 
arrival of an important reviewer. This could be 
make or break and, with the manager away 
on holiday, it’s up to Mr Walker to be at his 
charming best. All goes according to plan until 
Mr Walker sniffs a hint of confusion in the air. 
Uh–oh! Will this spell success or disaster for our 
favourite labrador?

Mr Walker and the Dessert 
Delight
Jess Black and Sara Acton (illus.)

Pub date: May 2019

Format: 96pp –  full colour

Rights held: World

Following on from The Tales of Mr Walker comes 
another charming story about this hotel dog with a 
nose for adventure.

There’s a special anniversary celebration 
happening at the hotel and everyone is excited 
– especially Mr Walker! A famous chef is flown in 
for the event, and although she is all smiles and 
sweet delights, Chef Remy is none too pleased 
about sharing his kitchen. Mr Walker smells 
trouble . . . big trouble indeed.
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New and Continuing Series

Lintang and the Brightest Star 
(Book 3)
Tamara Moss

Pub date: August 2018

Format: 336pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous title: Lintang and the Pirate Queen: 

North America (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

A prophecy has been spoken. A monster has 
awoken.

As the conquering hold of the United Regions 
continues to spread, time is running out for 
Lintang, Captain Shafira and the crew of the Winda 
to find allies in their quest for peace.

But when they arrive in the war–torn country of 
Kaneko Brown, the rebels who were supposed to 
help turn the crew away, too scared to act against 
the Vierzans and the mythie they’ve summoned to 
devour the star of anyone who dares stand against 
them. Worse, the mythie has been prophesied to 
mean the end of Captain Shafira.

Lintang must find a way to stop the most 
dangerous mythie in the guidebook . . . or she’ll lose 
her beloved captain forever.

West Australian author TAMARA MOSS has 
been writing seriously for over a decade. 
Tamara is a critique partner for Marissa Meyer, 
the New York Times bestselling author of The 
Lunar Chronicles.

Tamara has a Bachelor of Arts degree from 
the University of Western Australia, majoring 
in Asian Studies, and studying such rich and 
diverse cultures partly inspired her to write the 
Lintang series. 

Praise for Lintang and the Pirate Queen:
‘A wonderful book with deliciously unexpected 
twists and turns, and the best Pirate Queen ever!’ 
LIAN TANNER, BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF THE 
KEEPERS

‘Combine a pirate adventure of mythic 
proportions, a uniquely charming cast of 
characters, and a vivid new fantasy world and 
you get Lintang and the Pirate Queen. Magical, 
inventive, and positively unforgettable.’ MARISSA 
MEYER, #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING 
AUTHOR OF THE LUNAR CHRONICLES

‘Tamara Moss has created a rich and diverse 
world full of memorable characters and magical 
creatures. A delight to read.’ CLAIRE FAYERS, 
AUTHOR OF THE ACCIDENTAL PIRATES

Lintang and the Pirate 
Queen (Book 1)
Tamara Moss

AUGUST 2017

Lintang and the 
Forbidden Island  
(Book 2)
Tamara Moss

FEBRUARY 2018
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OTHER WORLDS
George Ivanoff

Pub date: February 2018

Format: 192pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

Find the Key! Open the Doorway! Enter the 
Other World! An exciting new series from the 
author of You Choose.

OTHER WORLDS: Perfect World  
(Book 1)
Keagan finds a key . . .

It opens a doorway . . .

He steps through . . .

Into a weird world of clones who are obsessed 
with perfection. 

But this world isn’t as perfect as it seems. 

Keagan is determined to return home – all he 
has to do is find a way out of the city, survive 
the Dumping Ground and outsmart a bunch of 
rogue clones!  

Will Keagan escape Perfect World?

OTHER WORLDS: Beast World (Book 2)
Xandra finds a key . . . 

It opens a doorway . . . 

She and her brother are sucked through . . . 

Into a crazy world that looks like steampunk 
London. 

Except in this world there are no humans – only 
animals. 

Xandra and Lex encounter rhino police, 
armadillo housekeeping staff, rodent inventors 
and even a lion on the throne. Here humans are 
the endangered species!

Will Xandra and Lex survive Beast World?

New and Continuing Series

OTHER WORLDS: Game World (Book 3)
Hall finds a key . . .

It opens a doorway . . .

He is transported . . .

Into a strange virtual reality – part of a game 
world where humans are battling computers for 
survival! 

In this world, human imagination is everything 
and can even save your life. Hall must use all his 
game–geek knowledge to tell reality from virtual 
reality and find a way home. 

Will Hall play his way out of Game World?

OTHER WORLDS: Dark World (Book 4)
Newt and Rowan find a key . . .

It opens a doorway . . .

They dive through . . .

Into a scary world ravaged by the Darkness. 

Buildings are just piles of rubble and among the 
debris are zombie–like humans! 

Newt and Rowan are desperate to escape, until 
they stumble upon something much more 
sinister. There is evil in this world – and it won’t 
stop until everything has been destroyed. 

Will Newt and Rowan stop the evil in Dark World?

GEORGE IVANOFF is a Melbourne author who’s 
written more than 100 books for kids and teens, 
including the interactive You Choose series, 
the RFDS adventures and the OTHER WORLDS 
series. 

George’s books and stories have been 
shortlisted for numerous awards and he is 
thrilled that You Choose: The Treasure of Dead 
Man’s Cove won the 2015 YABBA for Fiction for 
Younger Readers.
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New and Continuing Series

The Champion Charlies
Adrian Beck

Pub date: June 2018

Format: 176pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

A hilarious, fun–filled junior fiction series for 
boys and girls that celebrates the great world 
game of football! Developed in partnership with 
Football Federation Australia.

The Champion Charlies: The Mix–Up 
(Book 1)
Charles was the best player in the boys’ football 
team. Charlotte was the best player in the girls’ 
side. But this season they’re both playing in 
the same mixed team. Is there room for two 
Champion Charlies on one side? And can they 
get past their rivalry to help form the greatest 
football team Jindaberg Primary has ever seen? 

With prankster teammates, a karaoke coach, 
rooster–phobic refs, dancing dads and an 
archrival with an axe to grind, the Champion 
Charlies soon learn that achieving success is not 
going to be easy . . . but it sure will be fun!

The Champion Charlies: Boot It! 
(Book 2)
The Jindaberg Jets season is well underway, 
but the Jets are still without a win and the team 
is out of sorts. Charles seems to have lost his 
ability to score goals – coincidentally, he’s 
also lost his special boots! Meanwhile, Benji is 
struggling with co–captain Charlotte’s super 
serious approach to training.  

The search for the missing boots begins, and 
in this case, everyone’s a suspect! Will the two 
champion Charlies be able solve this mystery 
AND find their winning form? 

The Champion Charlies: The Knockout 
Cup (Book 3)
When the Jindaberg Jets are selected to play in 
the Knockout Cup it’s time to hit the road! This 
year, the cup is being hosted by the previous 
winners, Wombat Creek FC. The Jets can’t wait, 
but what should be a fun adventure soon turns 
into a full–blown camping and football disaster.

The Wombat’s captain, Dirty Damo, has it in for 
CJ, and Charlotte’s not coping well with the lack 
of structure. The Jets’ are determined to make 
their mark on the field, but just how far will they 
go for a win?

The Champion Charlies: The Grand 
Finale (Book 4)
The Jets have reached the Grand Final against 
their arch rivals, the Hammerheads. The build–
up to the game is intense and a few of the Jets 
are starting to crack under the pressure. To 
make matters worse, CJ’s sworn enemy, Lenny 
‘the gorilla’ Lincoln, is leading the attack for the 
Hammerheads.

Charlotte’s the only one who can get the Jets 
back on track. But will her tactics be enough 
when they’re out on the field and faced with 
penalty shoot–out to decide the winner?

ADRIAN BECK is the Executive Producer of 
the number one children’s show in Australia, 
Kids’ WB. He has also worked on shows such 
as Prank Patrol, Who Wants To Be A Millionaire, 
Carols by Candlelight, The Footy Show, The 
Logie Awards and Postcards. Adrian is the 
author of the popular Kick it to Nick series, a 
collaboration with AFL Hall of Famer Shane 
Crawford, Dale in the Stuff Happens series and 
the bestselling Alien Zoo series.
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New and Continuing Series

Pippa’s Island: Puppy 
Pandemonium (Book 5)
Belinda Murrell

Pub date: December 2018

Format: 240pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous titles: 

Lulu Bell series: Brazil (Fundamento), Turkey (Teen 

Yayincilik), South Africa (Penguin Random House South 

Africa)

The fifth book in the Pippa’s Island series is the 
most adorable story yet!

Life can be hard when you’re crammed into 
a tiny caravan with your noisy family. Pippa’s 
looking forward to moving into their new home 
above the Beach Shack Cafe, but it’s taking 
forever! Money is tight, too, and Pippa has her 
eye on a gorgeous new swimming costume.

Luckily, Pippa has her Sassy Sisters to help. 
Together they come up with a plan to make 
some cash: Pippa’s Perfect Pooch Pampering! 
Before long, Pippa has her hands full with 
adorable but pesky pups.

What could possibly go wrong?

BELINDA MURRELL has worked as a travel 
journalist, technical writer, editor and public 
relations consultant. Her work has appeared 
in the West Australian newspaper, the Sun 
Herald, Sunday Telegraph and Sydney Morning 
Herald. Belinda’s books include the Sun Sword 
fantasy trilogy and a collection of timeslip 
and historical tales. The Lulu Bell series 
for younger readers, about friends, family, 
animals, and growing up in a vet hospital has 
sold over 200,000 copies. Pippa’s Island is 
Belinda’s latest series. Belinda is also an author 
ambassador for Room to Read and Books in 
Homes.

Praise for Pippa’s Island: The Beach 
Shack Cafe (Book 1):
‘Belinda Murrell’s enjoyable new series Pippa’s 
Island celebrates family, friendship and food, 
with the idyllic setting of Kira Island providing 
wonderful opportunities for new experiences . . .  
This is a fabulous introduction to the Pippa’s 
Island series.’ READPLUS.COM.AU

‘This is the first in a wonderful new series that 
middle to senior primary girls will love, by one of 
my favourite authors, Belinda Murrell . . .  A really 
enjoyable story of family, friendship and new 
beginnings, but also of community involvement 
and acceptance.’ LAMONTBOOKS.COM.AU

‘The first book in a cute new series, Pippa’s 
Island is the perfect antidote to the winter cold.’ 
TOTAL GIRL

Pippa’s Island: 
The Beach Shack Cafe 
(Book 1)
Belinda Murrell

JULY 2017

Pippa’s Island: 
Cub Reporters (Book 2)
Belinda Murrell

JULY 2017

Pippa’s Island: 
Kira Dreaming (Book 3)
Belinda Murrell

JANUARY 2018

Pippa’s Island: 
Camp Castaway  
(Book 4)
Belinda Murrell

APRIL 2018

THE SERIES 

HAS SOLD 
OVER  

25,000 COPIES 

IN AUSTRALIA 

AND NEW 
ZEALAND
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New and Continuing Series

Showtym Adventures: Chessy, 
the Welsh Pony (Book 4)
Kelly Wilson

Pub date: October 2018

Format: 176pp – 130mm x  197mm

Rights held: World

Seven–year–old Amanda Wilson dreams of 
training her own wild pony, just as her sisters 
have done. 

Then comes the chance she has been waiting 
for — a muster of beautiful Welsh ponies that 
have run wild in the hills. 

Among them is Chessy, a striking stallion, and 
just the right size for Amanda. But small doesn’t 
equal easy, and first Amanda must prove she 
has what it takes by training a stroppy mare from 
Pony Club. Will Chessy ever be safe enough to 
join Amanda on her crazy adventures?

Vicki and Kelly must help Amanda to win 
her pony’s trust in this engaging story of 
perseverance and reward inspired by the Wilson 
Sisters’ early years.

Showtym Adventures: Koolio, the 
Problem Pony (Book 5)
Kelly Wilson

Pub date: January 2019

Format: 160pp – 128mm x 196mm

Rights held: World

With Cameo sold to upgrade their family horse 
truck, 11–year–old Kelly has to find a new pony for 
just a fraction of the cost. Her troubled search 
ends when she meets Koolio. She is convinced 
the gorgeous grey is a champion in the making 

But Koolio also comes with some big problems. 
Within weeks poor is Kelly battered and bruised 
and ready to give up on him. Will Koolio get past 
his bad behaviour to become the winner Kelly 
and her sisters believe he can be?

Showtym Adventures Annual
Kelly Wilson

Pub date: October 2018

Format: 64pp – 285mm x 215mm

Rights held: World

Discover lots of fun pony activities to try and 
riding tips to put into practice. Take a sneak peek 
behind the scenes with the Wilson Sisters at 
Showtym Stables, read all about Captain, a very 
special wild horse, and learn the Wilson Sisters’ 
secrets to a happy pony.

Showtym Adventures: Pepe, the 
Beach Stallion (Book 6)
Kelly Wilson

Pub date: October 2019

Format: 176pp

Rights held: World

When Vicki and her sisters discover horses 
roaming on country roads because the locals 
can’t afford fences to contain them, their eyes 
are opened to a whole new world of hardship

Then Vicki meets Pepe, once a prized beach–
racing stallion now crippled by mistreatment. 
Convinced the beaten horse will die, his owners 
agree to sell him. Will Vicki be able to save the 
injured racer? And will Pepe accept his new life 
after galloping at full speed? 

This story of hope and redemption is inspired by 
the Wilson Sisters’ early years.

KELLY WILSON grew up around horses and 
competed in show jumping to Pony Grand Prix 
level, before focusing on her creative talents. 
She won a scholarship to Auckland University 
of Technology and graduated in 2009 with 
a Bachelor of Graphic Design, going on to 
become an award–winning photographer and 
designer. She is the bestselling author of four 
adult non–fiction books, For the Love of Horses, 
Stallion Challenges, Mustang Ride and Saving 
the Snowy Brumbies, a children’s picture book 
Ranger the Kaimanawa Stallion and a junior 
chapter book series Showtym Adventures. With 
her sisters Vicki and Amanda, Kelly has starred 
in the hit–rating TV series, Keeping up with the 
Kaimanawas, following their work taming New 
Zealand’s wild Kaimanawa horses, and travelled 
to America and Australia to rescue and tame 
wild horses.

JANUARY 
2018

OCTOBER 
2017

MAY
2018

© AMANDA WILSON

THE SERIES 

HAS SOLD 
OVER  

28,000 COPIES 

IN AUSTRALIA 

AND NEW 
ZEALAND
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Bestselling and Established Series

Ranger’s Apprentice The Royal 
Ranger 3: Duel at Araluen
John Flanagan

Pub date: December 2018

Format: 336pp

Rights held: ANZ + Translation

Rights sold: Germany (Verlagruppe Random House), 

Czech Republic (Albatross), The Netherlands (Gottmer), 

Poland (Wydawnictwo Jaguar), ANZ Audio (Bolinda)

Rights sold previous titles: North America (Penguin, 

Philomel), United Kingdom (Penguin Random House), 

The Netherlands (Gottmer), Poland (Wydawnictwo 

Jaguar), Sweden (B. Wahlstöms Bokförlag), Brazil (Editora 

Fundamento), Germany (Verlagruppe Random House), 

Czech Republic (Albatross), Denmark (Gyldendal), Turkey 

– Book 1 only (Beyaz Balina), ANZ Audio (Bolinda)

Castle Araluen is well protected against 
attackers – but what if the enemy is already 
inside?

King Duncan and Princess Cassandra are 
trapped high in the south tower of Castle 
Araluen. 

In the north, Sir Horace and Ranger 
Commandant Gilan are besieged in an old hill 
fort, as they wait for the Red Fox Clan’s next 
attack. 

Ranger’s apprentice Maddie must find the 
Heron brotherband and convince them to 
join her, so she can give her father the help he 
needs to break out from the hill fort and ride to 
confront the traitor. 

Will they reach Castle Araluen in time? And when 
the battles have been fought and the dust has 
settled, who will rule the Kingdom of Araluen?

JOHN FLANAGAN’S Ranger’s Apprentice and 
Brotherband adventure series have sold more 
than fifteen million copies worldwide. His 
books are available in more than one hundred 
countries, are regularly on the New York 
Times bestseller list, and have had multiple 
award shortlistings and wins in Australia 
and overseas. John, a former television and 
advertising writer, lives with his wife in a Sydney 
beachside suburb.

THE 
RANGER’S

 APPRENTICE 
SERIES HAS 
SOLD IN 29 

TERRITORIES

OVER 13 
MILLION 

COPIES OF 
THE RANGER’S 

APPRENTICE 
SERIES SOLD 
WORLDWIDE!

NOVEMBER 2004 MAY 2005 NOVEMBER 2005 MAY 2006 NOVEMBER 2006 MAY 2007

NOVEMBER 2007 NOVEMBER 2008 NOVEMBER 2009 NOVEMBER 2010 OCTOBER 2011 OCTOBER 2013

JULY 2018

OVER 22,000 COPIES SOLD IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
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My Life and Other Weaponised 
Muffins (Book 5)
Tristan Bancks and Gus Gordon (illus.)

Pub date: May 2018

Format: 240pp – 120mm x  196mm

Rights held: World

I’m Tom Weekly and eating is my favourite 
sport.
My mum’s raspberry muffins are weapons of 
minor destruction. I’ve been trapped inside 
a runaway car on a trip to buy ice cream. I 
accidentally invented meatball bungee. And 
my recipe for chocolate mousse has a secret 
ingredient that you don’t even want to know.

What would you rather do? 

1. Ride a shark or a rhino?

2. Kiss a dog or a cat? 

3. Needle in the eye or bum set on fire?

TRISTAN BANCKS is a children’s and teen 
author with a background in acting and 
filmmaking. His books include Two Wolves 
(recognised as an Honour Book in the 2015 
Children’s Book Council of Australia Book 
of the Year Awards, as well as winner of the 
YABBA and KOALA Children’s Choice Awards), 
the My Life series (weird–funny–gross short 
stories featuring Tom Weekly) and Mac Slater, 
Coolhunter.

GUS GORDON is an internationally acclaimed 
illustrator and author. He has illustrated 
and written over 80 books for children. His 
illustrations are known for their loose and 
energetic line work, mixed media and humour. 
His writing is always anthropomorphic. He 
attributes this to his love of Kenneth Grahame’s 
Wind in The Willows. 

Gus’s first picture book, Wendy, was a Notable 
Book in the 2010 Children’s Book Council of 
Australia (CBCA) Picture Book of the Year 
Awards. 

His second picture book, Herman and Rosie, 
now published in twelve countries, has been 
internationally acclaimed and awarded. 

My Life and Other Exploding 
Chickens (Book 4)
Tristan Bancks and Gus Gordon (illus.)

Pub date: May2018

Format: 240pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

I’m Tom Weekly. If my life is an exploding chicken, 
this book is my attempt to glue it back together.

I have a few confessions. I’ve done a runner 
from the dentist. I’m petrified of clowns. Giant 
headlice tried to eat me. A lost sock nearly killed 
me. And you’re not going to believe this, but I 
was attacked by Library Ninjas when my book 
was five years overdue. Let my life be a warning 
to you.

Plus, how to get famous by: 

1. Clapping

2. Collecting scabs

3. Knitting

My Life and Other Failed 
Experiments (Book 6)
Tristan Bancks and Gus Gordon (illus.)

Pub date: Setpember 2018

Format: 240pp – 129mm x  198mm

Rights held: World

Australia’s favourite kid, Tom Weekly, is 
back with a new book of all disastrous, all 
preposterous, and definitely all hilarious 
adventures!
Discover what happens when you mix one kid 
with nine attack possums. Observe the result 
of a guinea pig hostage situation. Learn from 
my get–rich–quick scheme to put Australia’s 
angriest ice–cream man out of business. Get 
ready to judge the world’s deadliest fruitcake 
competition. And if I survive it all, let’s call the 
experiment a success.

More handy stuff inside:

1. Tips on avoiding household chores

2. Weird facts about guinea pigs

3. How to eat a car

Bestselling and Established Series

Rights sold previous titles:

My Life and Other Stuff I 

Made Up: Brazil (Editora 

Fundamento), China 

(Zhejiang Literature & Art 

Publishing House), Turkey 

(Epsilon Yayincilik), Russia 

(AST Publishers)

My Life and Other Stuff That 

Went Wrong: Brazil (Editora 

Fundamento), China 

(Zhejiang Literature & Art 

Publishing House), Turkey 

(Epsilon Yayincilik), Russia 

(AST Publishers)

My Life and Other Massive 

Mistakes: Brazil (Editora 

Fundamento), China 

(Zhejiang Literature & Art 

Publishing House), Turkey 

(Epsilon Yayincilik)

My Life and Other Exploding 

Chickens: Brazil (Editora 

Fundamento)

Mac Slater, Coolhunter: North 

America (Simon & Schuster)

Mac Slater, Imaginator: North 

America (Simon & Schuster)
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Bestselling and Established Series

Alice–Miranda Keeps the Beat 
(Book 18)
Jacqueline Harvey

Pub date: June 2019

Format: 368pp – 129mm x 198mm

Rights available: Translation

Rights sold previous titles: North America (Random 

House, Delacorte – 4 titles), United Kingdom (Random 

House – 10 titles), Turkey (Artemis – 14 titles), Indonesia 

(Hikmah – 3 titles), Brazil (Editora Fundamento – 5 titles), 

Hungary (Manó Könyvek – 4 titles), Audio (Audible), Film 

Option (SLR Productions), Germany (Panini – 4 titles)

And a one, two, three, hit it!

A disaster in Winchesterfield village sees Alice–
Miranda and her friends in the middle of the 
action. The devastating result is a family left 
without a home, but after a suggestion from a 
surprising place, the girls make big plans to help. 

It seems a festival is on the cards!

At school, there’s tension in the air with the 
arrival of a new teacher and a tussle for power 
between some of the existing staff. There are 
secrets aplenty too – though some are more 
dangerous than others. Can Alice–Miranda 
decipher fact from fiction and ensure the 
festival’s success?

JACQUELINE HARVEY worked in schools 
for many years but has had a passion for 
storytelling since she was a child.

She is the author of the popular Alice–Miranda 
and Clementine Rose series, which have sold 
over one million copies in Australia alone. Her 
books have received numerous short–listings 
and awards while her picture book, The Sound 
of the Sea, was a CBCA Honour Book.

Jacqueline speaks to thousands of young 
people at schools and festivals around the 
world, and says the characters in her books are 
often made up of the best bits of children she’s 
met over the years. While she is not a twin, like 
Kensy and Max she does have excellent powers 
of observation and has always thought she’d 
make a great spy. 

Jacqueline lives in Sydney and is currently 
working on more Kensy and Max, Alice–
Miranda and Clementine Rose adventures.

JACQUELINE 
HARVEY 

HAS SOLD 
OVER 

1 MILLION COPIES 
IN AUSTRALIA  AND 

NEW ZEALAND

 FEBRUARY 2010  AUGUST 2010 FEBRUARY 2011 AUGUST 2011 FEBRUARY 2012

FEBRUARY 2015MARCH 2013 SEPTEMBER 2013 FEBRUARY 2014 SEPTEMBER 2014 FEBRUARY 2015MARCH 2013 SEPTEMBER 2013 FEBRUARY 2014 SEPTEMBER 2014

AUGUST 2012

SEPTEMBER 2015

FEBRUARY 2016 SEPTEMBER 2016 FEBRUARY 2017 JUNE 2018
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Bestselling and Established Series

Clementine Rose and the Bake 
Off Dilemma (Book 14)
Jacqueline Harvey

Pub date: December 2018

Format: 160pp – 129mm x 198mm

Rights held: World

Rights sold previous titles: United Kingdom (Random 

House – 8 titles), Brazil (Editora Fundamento – 4 titles)

Ready, set . . . bake!
Temperatures are running high in Penberthy 
Floss with the announcement of a big bake–off 
coming to the village. Clementine Rose wants to 
be part of the fun and takes to the kitchen in a 
baking frenzy. Lucky Uncle Digby is there to help 
as her mother, Lady Clarissa, is behaving very 
strangely indeed. Aunt Violet has her suspicions 
and is determined to get to the bottom of the 
mystery.  

With Drew and Basil busy filming a documentary 
on the event, Clementine and her friends get 
inside access to the competition – and some of 
the contestants’ secrets!  Will Clementine learn 
something she shouldn’t? How will she handle 
the responsibility?

JACQUELINE HARVEY worked in schools 
for many years but has had a passion for 
storytelling since she was a child.

She is the author of the popular Alice–Miranda 
and Clementine Rose series, which have sold 
over one million copies in Australia alone. Her 
books have received numerous short–listings 
and awards while her picture book, The Sound 
of the Sea, was a CBCA Honour Book.

Jacqueline speaks to thousands of young 
people at schools and festivals around the 
world, and says the characters in her books are 
often made up of the best bits of children she’s 
met over the years. While she is not a twin, like 
Kensy and Max she does have excellent powers 
of observation and has always thought she’d 
make a great spy. 

Jacqueline lives in Sydney and is currently 
working on more Kensy and Max, Alice–
Miranda and Clementine Rose adventures.

SEPTEMBER 2012 AUGUST 2013
 
JANUARY 2013 MAY 2013 APRIL 2014

JANUARY 2015

 
JULY 2014

OCTOBER 2014 APRIL 2015 JULY 2015 JANUARY 2016 JULY 2016

JACQUELINE 
HARVEY 

HAS SOLD OVER 
1 MILLION COPIES 
IN AUSTRALIA  AND 

NEW ZEALAND

OVER 
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OF THE SERIES 
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